
235 000 €235 000 €

Neuf apartmentNeuf apartment

2 rooms2 rooms

Surface : 38 m²Surface : 38 m²

Exposition :Exposition : Ouest

Building condition :Building condition : Neuf

1 bedroom

1 parking
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Apartment Apartment ToulouseToulouse

TOULOUSE: In the heart of the South-West, between the Mediterranean Sea and
the Atlantic Ocean, the pink city offers a very rich heritage and a unique art of living.
Both modern and proud of its heritage, Toulouse is the 4th largest city in France,
and welcomes more than 3,700 new inhabitants each year. NEIGHBORHOOD : To
the north of Toulouse, Borderouge is an innovative contemporary district which
offers you an urban view in a friendly environment bathed in greenery. In its center
is the large park of Maourine, more than 17 hectares conducive to exchanges,
jogging or simply strolling. Totally independent, easy to access thanks to new
roads, Borderouge is the practical and pleasant district to live in, which attracts
more and more Toulouse residents. Under its tall trees, it offers an easy and
pleasant life. It benefits from all the amenities, shops and services, in an
environment combining tradition, modernity and culture. Many facilities (Metronum,
Théâtre de la Violette, cinema) are in the immediate vicinity. RESIDENCE : In the
middle of a protected green space, the 126 Garden residence will seduce you with
its calm, its natural and warm atmosphere. In this small condominium of 30
apartments, halfway between individual and collective housing, you will enjoy a
serene and soothing living environment. SERVICES: All apartments in the
residence, from studios to 4-room duplexes, are extended by an outdoor area
(garden or terrace). They have been designed to be the most pleasant to live in:
generous surfaces in the living room, large bay windows for optimal light,
equipped bathrooms.
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